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Almost 100 years ago

KLUDI began manufacturing bathroom
fittings using traditional methods

of craftsmanship. Followed by high-quality,
reliable fixtures of timeless design, this 

 expertise formed the foundation of KLUDI.  
From the tradition as a faucet specialist, the 

goal was created to combine the highest 
quality of use and perfect design in a unique 

way. Thus the claim Water in Perfection
finds unmistakable expression in our products 

as well as in all services we provide for our 
customers. It inspires and drives

our future activities.



BOZZ

KLUDI BOZZ embodies purism in its 
absolute form for the bathroom. Reduced 
to the essentials, this timelessly elegant 
range for washbasins, baths and showers 
does without any unnecessary ornamental 
touches or embellishments.

BOZZ
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KLUDI BOZZ is moving with the times. The new, optimised  

K36 cartridge provides particularly reliable functionality, precision 

operation and perfect enjoyment of water. The addition of  

three different fitting spout heights to the range ensures that  

the functionally and aesthetically optimal solution can be  

implemented for every washbasin situation, and it gives  

users the freedom to realise their individual preferences and  

requirements. KLUDI BOZZ is available in chrome and matt black  

as standard.
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Reduced to the essentials – the design of BOZZ  

appeals with its uncompromising linear design and  

intentionally simple elegance.

No room for excess – the exact lines and 

the strictly geometrical design language form  

the uncomplicated aesthetics of purism.

BOZZ
The original in its purest form

The original in its purest form



BOZZ
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Inspired by water pumps of past centuries 
and with a new, improved shape, KLUDI 
BOZZ embodies the essence of all fittings.

Single lever basin mixer

382720576

The quintessence of all fittings: 

BOZZ embodies purism in its  

absolute form for the bathroom.

Single lever basin mixer

382820576

Fittings in three spout heights 

provide the optimum solution 

for any washbasin environment: 

75, 100 to 240 mm.

The original in its purest form



Concealed two-hole 

wall-mounted single

lever mixer

382450576

Purism in its absolute form:  

the concealed wall fitting  

needs no ornamentation.

BOZZ
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The original in its purest form



Single lever washbowl mixer

382860576

Versatility Plus: the high-rise fitting  

ensures optimum user convenience  

with its 240 mm spout height.

BOZZ
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The original in its purest form



BOZZ
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Concealed single lever  

bath and shower mixer

386500576

Bath filler

3850505

Bath shower set

2085005-15

Wall supply  

6306105-00 

Less is more: the wall trims 

of the bath and shower 

mixers are extremely flat.

Modern minimalism: BOZZ 

attracts attention to the 

washstand, bathtub and 

shower with its precise lines 

and clear geometrics.

Concealed single lever  

bath and shower mixer 

386500576

Bath shower set

2085005-15

Shower arm

6651405-00

Head shower

6432505-00

Wall supply 

6306005-00

The original in its purest form



BOZZ
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Single lever shower mixer

388310576

Shower set

2084005-15

Minimalism in the shower: the two rosettes of the  

surface-mounted mixer are very flat, and the handle  

wows with its extremely slim design.

Single lever bath and shower mixer

386910576

Bath shower set

2085005-15

Consistent design vocabulary: the elegant, downward  

curving spout gives the water flow a natural shape.

The original in its purest form



Single lever basin mixer

382723976 

Black and white glamour: the 

elegant matt black of the fitting is 

particularly effective as a contrast 

to the white of the ceramics.

BOZZ
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Single lever bath and shower mixer

386913976

Bath shower set

2085039-15

Consistently purist: the slim,  

no-frills design of the fittings for 

bath and shower is also striking. 

Concealed two-hole wall-mounted

single lever mixer

382453976

Sleek elegance: the uncompromising

linear style and strict geometric 

language are without equal.

The original in its purest form



BOZZ
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Single lever shower mixer

388313976

Shower set

2084039-15

Single lever bath  

and shower mixer

386913976

Bath shower set

2085039-15

Black is beautiful:  

the BOZZ fittings look  

particularly sophisticated 

in trendy matt black.

The original in its purest form
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Water in Perfection
Technology, Design and Quality: 
Made in Germany

When KLUDI designs bathroom and kitchen concepts,  

the aspect of utility is always a primary consideration – 

with the aim of making life a bit easier and more 

pleasant for everyone.

From easy and safe installation to unparalleled ease 

of use and perfect enjoyment of water – KLUDI fittings 

offer a multitude of added advantages for users. 

Water in Perfection
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Fittings in three spout heights 

provide the optimum solution 

for any washbasin environment.

All users have their own visions of what makes their 

washbasin the ideal place for skincare and hygiene – in 

terms of functionality and aesthetics. With versions 

of the washbasin fitting in three different spout heights 

of 75, 100 and 240 mm, BOZZ guarantees that the  

optimal solution can be implemented for every washbasin 

situation. Whether counter-top washbasins, undermount 

basins or washbowls are fitted, bathroom users always 

have the freedom to satisfy their individual preferences 

and requirements.

75, 100, 240
More space to suit your needs
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Less is more: the rosettes of the 

surface-mounted single lever mixer 

for bath and shower are reduced  

to the essentials.

Water in Perfection
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Black is beautiful
For more individuality

Home interior design is all about style, trends, 

personal preferences and exclusivity. The bathroom  

is no exception here. Accordingly, individual, tailored  

solutions are sought-after, such as fittings finished in 

trendy matt black for a sophisticated touch instead  

of the usual chrome. Not a problem, as the key products  

in the KLUDI BOZZ range are also available in matt 

black as standard.
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True workmanship
Uncompromising quality

Finishing touches:  

every fitting is finished  

to perfection.

KLUDI products embody quality workmanship, the 

kind associated with the ‘Made in Germany’ quality 

markin Germany and abroad. From product development 

and in-house tool construction to manual final assembly, 

the quality management and quality assurance teams 

work together with all employees to make sure that the 

fittings and showers meet strictest finishing, functionality 

and durability requirements. The goal here is to maximise 

customer and user satisfaction worldwide. Regularly 

certified and audited processes such as incoming goods 

inspections and manufacturing supervision help keep 

the complaint rate steadily low at significantly less 

than one percent.

Water in Perfection
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Single lever basin mixer 

75 DN 15

 · solid lever

 · single hole mounted

 · flow rate 5 l/min  

   at 3 bar

 · cache s-pointer- 

  aerator M 18,5 x 1

 · ceramic cartridge with    

   hot water limitation

 · flexible hoses G 3/8

 · rapid installation set

 · metal pop-up waste 

G 1 1/4

 ·  spout height  

lower edge = 75 mm

05 chrome

Item no. 382700576

Single lever basin mixer 

75 DN 15

 · solid lever

 · single hole mounted

 · flow rate 5 l/min  

  at 3 bar

 · cache s-pointer- 

  aerator M 18,5 x 1

 · ceramic cartridge with  

  hot water limitation

 · flexible hoses G 3/8

 · rapid installation set

 · PUSH-OPEN waste  

  G 1 1/4

 ·  spout height  

lower edge = 75 mm

05 chrome

39 matt black

Item no. 382660576

Item no. 382663976

Single lever basin mixer 

75 DN 15

 · solid lever

 · single hole mounted

 · flow rate 5 l/min  

  at 3 bar

 · cache s-pointer- 

  aerator M 18,5 x 1

 · ceramic cartridge with    

  hot water limitation

 · flexible hoses G 3/8

 · rapid installation set

 · without pop-up waste

 ·  spout height  

lower edge = 75 mm

05 chrome

39 matt black

Item no. 382720576

Item no. 382723976

Single lever basin mixer 

75 DN 15

 · solid lever

 · single hole mounted

 · flow rate 5 l/min  

  at 3 bar

 · cache s-pointer- 

  aerator M 18,5 x 1

 · ceramic cartridge with  

  hot water limitation

 · flexible hoses G 3/8

 · rapid installation set

 · metal pop-up waste  

  G 1 1/4

 ·  for use with  

displacement heaters

 ·  spout height  

lower edge = 75 mm

05 chrome

Item no. 382770576

BASIN

BOZZ Series
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Single lever basin mixer 

75 DN 15

 · solid lever

 · single hole mounted

 · flow rate 5 l/min  

  at 3 bar

 · cache s-pointer- 

  aerator M 18,5 x 1

 · ceramic cartridge with  

  hot water limitation

 · centre position cold  

  water

 · flexible hoses G 3/8

 · rapid installation set

 · metal pop-up waste  

  G 1 1/4

 ·  spout height  

lower edge = 75 mm

05 chrome

Item no. 382630576

Single lever basin mixer 

100 DN 15

 · solid lever

 · single hole mounted

 · flow rate 5 l/min 

  at 3 bar

 · cache s-pointer- 

  aerator M 18,5 x 1

 · ceramic cartridge with  

  hot water limitation

 · flexible hoses G 3/8

 · rapid installation set

 · metal pop-up waste  

  G 1 1/4

 ·  spout height  

lower edge = 100 mm

05 chrome

Item no. 382800576

Single lever basin mixer 

100 DN 15

 · solid lever

 · single hole mounted

 · flow rate 5 l/min  

  at 3 bar

 · cache s-pointer- 

  aerator M 18,5 x 1

 · ceramic cartridge with  

  hot water limitation

 · flexible hoses G 3/8

 · rapid installation set

 · PUSH-OPEN waste  

  G 1 1/4

 ·  spout height  

lower edge = 100 mm

05 chrome

39 matt black

Item no. 382880576

Item no. 382883976

Single lever basin mixer 

100 DN 15

 · solid lever

 · single hole mounted

 · flow rate 5 l/min  

  at 3 bar

 · cache s-pointer- 

  aerator M 18,5 x 1

 · ceramic cartridge with  

  hot water limitation

 · flexible hoses G 3/8

 · rapid installation set

 · without pop-up waste

 ·  spout height  

lower edge = 100 mm

05 chrome

39 matt black

Item no. 382820576

Item no. 382823976

BASIN
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Single lever basin mixer 

DN 15

 · solid lever

 · single hole mounted

 · flow rate 7 l/min  

  at 3 bar

 · PCA cache-aerator  

  M 16,5 x 1

 · ceramic cartridge with  

  hot water limitation

 · swivelling spout

 · flexible hoses G 3/8

 · rapid installation set

 · pop-up waste G 1 1/4

 · noise level I

 ·  spout height  

lower edge = 235 mm

05 chrome

Item no. 382940576

Basin mixer 

DN 15

 · solid lever

 · three hole assembling

 · pop-up waste G 1 1/4

 · flow rate 12 l/min  

  at 3 bar

 · cache-aerator  

  M 21,5 x 1

 · fixed spout

 · ceramic headpart 90°

 · flexible hoses G 3/8

 · rapid installation set

 · noise level I

05 chrome

Item no. 383930576

Basin mixer 

DN 15

 · cross handles

 · three hole assembling

 · pop-up waste G 1 1/4

 · flow rate 12 l/min  

  at 3 bar

 · cache-aerator  

  M 21,5 x 1

 · fixed spout

 · ceramic headpart 90°

 · flexible hoses G 3/8

 · rapid installation set

 · noise level I

05 chrome

Item no. 383930520

Single lever washbowl 

mixer DN 15

 · solid lever

 · single hole mounted

 · flow rate 5 l/min  

  at 3 bar

 · cache s-pointer- 

  aerator M 18,5 x 1

 · ceramic cartridge with  

  hot water limitation

 · flexible hoses G 3/8

 · rapid installation set

 · spout height 

  lower edge = 240 mm

05 chrome

39 matt black

Item no. 382860576

Item no. 382863976

BASIN
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Wall mounted basin 

mixer DN 15

 · for concealed  

   installation

 · solid lever

 · flow rate 6 l/min  

  at 3 bar

 · PCA s-pointer aerator  

   M 24 x 1

 · ceramic headpart 90°

 · pre-installation set  

  and trim set

 · projection wall spout 

  230 mm

05 chrome

Item no. 381460576

Wall mounted basin 

mixer DN 15

 · for concealed  

  installation

 · cross handles

 · flow rate 6 l/min  

  at 3 bar

 · PCA s-pointer aerator  

  M 24 x 1

 · ceramic headpart 90°

 · pre-installation set  

  and trim set

 · projection wall spout  

  230 mm

05 chrome

Item no. 381460520

Wall mounted basin 

mixer DN 15

 · for concealed  

  installation

 · solid lever

 · flow rate 6 l/min  

  at 3 bar

 · PCA s-pointer aerator  

  M 24 x 1

 · ceramic headpart 90°

 · pre-installation set  

  and trim set

 · projection wall spout  

  180 mm

05 chrome

Item no. 381450576

Wall mounted basin 

mixer DN 15

 · for concealed  

  installation

 · cross handles

 · flow rate 6 l/min  

  at 3 bar

 · PCA s-pointer aerator  

  M 24 x 1

 · ceramic headpart 90°

 · pre-installation set  

  and trim set

 · projection wall spout  

  180 mm

05 chrome

Item no. 381450520

BASIN
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Concealed two-hole 

wall-mounted basin mixer

 · trim set

 · solid lever

 · flow rate 5 l/min  

  at 3 bar

 · cache s-pointer- 

  aerator M 24 x 1

 · rosette diameter  

  70 mm

 · projection wall spout  

  230 mm

Required accessories:

 ·  installation set DN 15  

for concealed  

two-hole wall-mounted  

basin mixer

05 chrome

39 matt black

Item no. 382450576

Item no. 382453976

Item no. 38243

Concealed two-hole 

wall-mounted basin mixer

 · trim set

 · solid lever

 · flow rate 5 l/min  

  at 3 bar

 · cache s-pointer- 

  aerator M 24 x 1

 · rosette diameter  

  70 mm

 · projection wall spout  

  180 mm

Required accessories:

 ·  installation set DN 15  

for concealed  

two-hole wall-mounted  

basin mixer

05 chrome

39 matt black

Item no. 382440576

Item no. 382443976

Item no. 38243

Wall mounted pillar 

valve DN 15

 · wall fastening

 · actuation by stick

 · special headpart with  

  spindle outlet

 · aerator M 21,5 x 1

 · flow rate 4,3 l/min  

  at 3 bar

 · with push-on rosette

 · connection G 1/2

 · projection 185 mm

05 chrome

Item no. 380180530

Wall mounted pillar 

valve DN 15

 · wall fastening

 · actuation by stick

 · special headpart with  

  spindle outlet

 · aerator M 21,5 x 1

 · flow rate 4,3 l/min  

  at 3 bar

 · with push-on rosette

 · connection G 1/2

 · projection 110 mm

05 chrome

Item no. 380170530

BASIN
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Pillar tap with head 

part control unit DN 15

 · single hole mounted

 · actuation by stick

 · special headpart with 

  spindle outlet

 · aerator M 21,5 x 1

 · flow rate 4,3 l/min  

  at 3 bar

 · shank fastening G 1/2

05 chrome

Item no. 380160530

Single lever bidet mixer 

DN 15

 · solid lever

 · single hole mounted

 · flow rate 6 l/min  

  at 3 bar

 · ball joint-aerator  

  M 24 x 1

 · ceramic cartridge with  

  hot water limitation

 · metal pop-up waste  

  G 1 1/4

 · flexible hoses G 3/8

 · rapid installation set

05 chrome

39 matt black

Item no. 385330576

Item no. 385333976

BASIN BIDET
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Concealed single lever 

bath and shower mixer

 · concealed valve with  

  functional unit

 · solid lever

 · autom. diverter  

  shower/bathtub

 · ceramic cartridge with  

  hot water limitation

 · flow rate 23 l/min  

  at 3 bar

 · protected against  

  back flow

 · according to DIN  

  EN 1717

Required accessories:

 ·  KLUDI FLEXX.BOXX 

concealed unit DN 20

05 chrome

39 matt black

Item no. 386570576

Item no. 386573976

Item no. 88011

Bath filler DN 20

 · wall fastening

 · projection 160 mm

 · s-pointer aerator 

  M 24 x 1

 · with push-on rosette

05 chrome

39 matt black

Item no. 3850505

Item no. 3850539

Concealed single lever 

bath and shower mixer

 ·  concealed valve with 

functional unit

 · solid lever

 · autom. diverter  

  shower/bathtub

 · ceramic cartridge with  

  hot water limitation

 · flow rate 31 l/min  

  at 3 bar

Required accessories:

 ·  KLUDI FLEXX.BOXX 

concealed unit DN 20

05 chrome

39 matt black

Item no. 386500576

Item no. 386503976

Item no. 88011

Single lever bath and

shower mixer DN 15

 · solid lever

 · wall fastening

 · aerator M 24 x 1

 · flow rate 22 l/min  

  at 3 bar

 · ceramic cartridge with  

  hot water limitation

 · autom. diverter  

  shower/bathtub

 · protected against  

  back flow

 · shower outlet G 1/2

 · s-connections G 1/2 x  

  G 3/4

05 chrome

39 matt black

Item no. 386910576

Item no. 386913976

BATH
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Bath and shower mixer  

DN 15

 · four hole tiles deck mounted installation

 · stand assembly

 · solid lever

 · flow class C/B

 · cascade aerator M 24 x 1

 · ceramic headpart 90°

 · autom. diverter shower/bathtub

 · retractable hand shower

 · protected against back flow

 · flexible high pressure supply hoses

 · G 1/2 x G 1/2 x 400 mm

 · projection 220 mm

 · noise level I

Required accessories:

 ·  mounting plate

 · pre-installation set for four hole mixer

 · KLUDI ROTEXA 

   bath rim assembly kit

05 chrome

Item no. 384240576

Item no. 7614846-00

Item no. 7878205-00

Bath and shower mixer  

DN 15

 · four hole tiles deck mounted installation

 · stand assembly

 · cross handles

 · flow class C/B

 · cascade aerator M 24 x 1

 · ceramic headpart 90°

 · autom. diverter shower/bathtub

 · retractable hand shower

 · protected against back flow

 · flexible high pressure supply hoses

 · G 1/2 x G 1/2 x 400 mm

 · projection 220 mm

 · noise level I

Required accessories:

 ·  mounting plate

 · pre-installation set for four hole mixer

 · KLUDI ROTEXA 

  bath rim assembly kit

05 chrome

Item no. 384240520

Item no. 7614846-00

Item no. 7878205-00

BATH
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Thermostatic shower 

mixer DN 15

 · wall fastening

 · flow class B

 · temperature control  

  handle with hot water  

  safety

 · device 38° C

 · with shut-off valve

 · s-connections

 · protected against  

  back flow

 · dirt catcher sieves

 · shower outlet G 1/2

 · P-IX 8049/IB

05 chrome

Item no. 352030538

Concealed single lever 

shower mixer

 · concealed valve with  

  functional unit

 · solid lever

 · ceramic cartridge with  

  hot water limitation

 · flow rate 25 l/min at  

  3 bar

 

 

 

Required accessories:

 ·  KLUDI FLEXX.BOXX 

concealed unit DN 20

05 chrome

39 matt black

Item no. 386550576

Item no. 386553976

Item no. 88011

Single lever shower  

mixer DN 15

 · solid lever

 · wall fastening

 · flow rate 28 l/min  

  at 3 bar

 · ceramic cartridge with  

  hot water limitation

 · protected against  

  back flow

 · shower outlet G 1/2

 · s-connections G 1/2 x  

  G 3/4

05 chrome

39 matt black

Item no. 388310576

Item no. 388313976

SHOWER
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Eco

s-pointer

Low pressure

EcoPlus

Hot water shut-off at 38 °C

LEGEND Series



99202051903

Kludi GmbH & Co. KG

P.O. Box 25 60 · 58685 Menden

Am Vogelsang 31–33 · 58706 Menden

Germany 

T +49 2373 904-193

F +49 2373 904-540

E international-sales@kludi.com

© 2020 Kludi GmbH & Co. KG, Menden (Germany) 

All rights reserved. Subject to technical changes. Reproduction, copying and translations shall only be permitted 

with our express written approval. Printed in Germany.
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